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The objectives of the ICOTE are to:

- Provide a forum for discussion and exchange of T&E views from Defense and the Industrial Base in a non-attribution environment
- Gain feedback from senior industry representatives and OSD leadership
- Discuss OSD and service policies which affect relationships with industrial suppliers
- Discuss emerging issues / policies in government and industry which affect the readiness and capabilities of U.S. defense system producers
- Cooperate on various projects of mutual benefit to the ICOTE participants
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Lt Gen Larry Farrell, USAF (Ret) Pres & CEO, NDIA
Sam Campagna; Director of Operations
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Dr. Charles McQueary DOT&E
David Duma DOT&E
Dr. Ernie Seglie DOT&E
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Michele Williams NGA
Brian Simmons AEC
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Colonel Mike Bohn MCOTE A
Dr. Steve Hutchison DISA
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INDUSTRY MEMBERS
Oscar Arroyo Raytheon
Brian See ATK
Regis Luther BAE
Steve Zink Oshkosh
Jim Ruma General Dynamics Land Sys
Martin Peryea Bell Helicopter
Parker Horner EWA
Bill Keegan SAIC
Steve Kimmel Alion
Bill Shane Boeing
Jim Vosper Boeing
Doug Pearson Lockheed Martin
Joe Sweeney Lockheed Martin
Jon Neasham Cubic
Yank Rutherford Northrop Grumman
Gene Fraser Northrop Grumman
Tom Quinn BAH
Larry Graviss Eagle Engineering
Jim O’Bryon, O’Bryon Group
MEETINGS

The ICOTE will meet at the call of the Chairman and Co Chairman at sites and times convenient to the members.

Minutes of the ICOTE will be provided to all members in the form of Agendas and action items as determined by the Director of OT&E.

Topics of interest for consideration by the ICOTE will be solicited from industry and government members.
Themes for 2007 /2008

Temp Process Change – DISA
IA Test Policy, CND testing IO range
Mil Std 785 B and using industry std.

Special Subjects

Sustainment and Evolutionary AQ
MRAP RFP
FCS Sustainment Program
MDA Test Methodology
JIEDDO approach to T&E
Threat Based Methodologies @ MS
DISA
USAF Test Command
APG Frag Kit 6 / MRAP testing
M&S CVN 21

ICOTE Sub-Committee on Space

Reports

• DSB Report